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	Now in its third edition, this best-selling book continues to bring you some of the best thinking on how to apply Oracle Database to produce scalable applications that perform well and deliver correct results. Tom Kyte and Darl Kuhn share a simple philosophy: "you can treat Oracle as a black box and just stick data into it, or you can understand how it works and exploit it as a powerful computing environment." If you choose the latter, then you’ll find that there are few information management problems that you cannot solve quickly and elegantly.


	This fully revised third edition covers the developments up to Oracle Database 12c. Significant new content is included surrounding Oracle's new cloud feature set, and especially the use of pluggable databases. Each feature is taught in a proof-by-example manner, not only discussing what it is, but also how it works, how to implement software using it, and the common pitfalls associated with it.


	Don’t treat Oracle Database as a black-box. Get this book. Get under the hood. Turbo-charge your career.

	
		Revised to cover Oracle Database 12c
	
		Proof-by-example approach: Let the evidence be your guide
	
		Dives deeply into Oracle Database’s most powerful features



	What youÂ’ll learn

	
		Develop an evidence-based approach to problem solving
	
		Manage transactions in highly concurrent environments
	
		Speed access to data through table and index design
	
		Manage files and memory structures for performance and reliability
	
		Scale up through partitioning and parallel processing
	
		Load and unload data to interface with external systems



	Who this book is for


	Expert Oracle Database Architecture is aimed at Oracle Database administrators, at PL/SQL and Java developers writing code to be deployed inside the database, and at developers of external applications who use Oracle Database as a data store. It is the go-to book for those wishing to create efficient and scalable applications.


	Table of Contents

	
		Developing Successful Oracle Applications
	
		Architecture Overview
	
		Files
	
		Memory Structures
	
		Oracle Processes
	
		Locking and Latching
	
		Concurrency and Multi-versioning
	
		Transactions
	
		Redo and Undo
	
		Database Tables
	
		Indexes
	
		Datatypes
	
		Partitioning
	
		Parallel Execution
	
		Data Loading and Unloading
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Adaptive Web Design: Crafting Rich Experiences with Progressive EnhancementEasy Readers, 2011


	One glorious afternoon in March, 2006, as a friend and I hurried past Austin’s Downtown Hilton Hotel to catch the next session of the SXSW Interactive Festival, a young stranger arrested our progress. With no introduction or preliminaries, he announced that he was available to speak at An Event Apart, a conference for web designers that...
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FreeBSD Device Drivers: A Guide for the IntrepidNo Starch Press, 2012

	Welcome to FreeBSD Device Drivers! The goal of this book is to help you improve your understanding of device drivers under FreeBSD. By the time you finish this book, you should be able to build, configure, and manage your own FreeBSD device drivers.

	

	This book covers FreeBSD version 8, the version recommended for production...
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Linux System AdministrationO'Reilly, 2007
As Linux continues to grow in market share as an enterprise operating system, system administrators need to solve problems in a wide range of applications and work environments. To help you get to the bottom of real-life problems quickly, Linux System Administration is organized around three common administration scenarios: Linux as a hub...
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Jakarta Struts for DummiesFor Dummies, 2004
Reduce development time, increase maintainability, and take charge of your code
Find out how Jakarta Struts can support your pages and keep the Java hot!     

You’ll know more than beans about Jakarta Struts after you’ve spent a little time with this book! It’ll get you up and running with the popular open source...
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Beyond JavaO'Reilly, 2005
Bruce Tate, author of the Jolt Award-winning Better, Faster, Lighter Java has an intriguing notion about the future of Java, and it's causing some agitation among Java developers.  Bruce believes Java is abandoning its base, and conditions are ripe for an alternative to emerge. 


...
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Eye Movements: A Window on Mind and BrainElsevier Limited, 2007
Eye-movement recording has become the method of choice in a wide variety of disciplines investigating how the mind and brain work.  This volume brings together recent, high-quality eye-movement research from many different disciplines and, in doing so, presents a comprehensive overview of the state-of-the-art in eye-movement research.  
...
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